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There are a lot of examples of this irony. Please go through the archive. Riveting and blunt in nature, this
poem is one of the finest war poems of all times and has inspired several others to write more graphic
renditions of the First World War. In the line, "Jack fell as he'd have wished," reveals a delusion on not only
the mother's side but also on society's. Return to poem 'No doubt they'll soon get well' L. You will surely find
better explanations on the net. The 'cowed subjection' of the dreamer calls to mind a similar sense of guilt
expressed in the poem 'Sick Leave'. The survivors, once they have managed to forget the nightmares and
visions of their dead comrades, will then be able to reflect on the 'glorious war' with pride; but this, in turn,
will remind them of their time spent overcoming the horror, when they had no self-esteem having been
reduced to helpless children. In the very first sentence, Sassoon highlights one of the main issues with the war.
The flippant remark, suggesting that all soldiers were willing to return to the front, makes us imagine that the
soldiers are raring to go out to the war front again and fight. Also, the line of, 'their dreams that drip with
murder', it would basically mean that they dream of their friends and comrades being murdered in front of
them and also of the murders they committed of other soldiers on the battle field. Return to top of page
Literary Criticism of 'Survivors' 'Survivors' Title Written in October at Craiglockhart hospital, during
Sassoon's forced convalescence after his declaration against the war. This also implies the fragile state of mind
the soldiers are in, when they come across the ghosts of the friends they lost at war and the guilt of having
survived the bloody and gruesome ordeal, which they will carry with themselves to their graves and the cross
of existence which bears down on their frames. They are also filled with hatred for the supporters of war
namely, the politicians and the non-combatants. Though short in length, his poem is effective in using irony to
poignantly expose the facade of war and its effect on the soldiers. By analysing the verbal forms, I notice that
he uses mainly the past tenses and the future ones. The last two lines convey the total effect of the war;
reducing men who went to war, glad to be serving their country, to the level of helpless children. Rivers,
Sassoon would have paved a tragic path to his self destruction. Later on in stanza two, it says, "her glorious
boy. The author uses it in order to emphasize more the problems that a war leaves to their victims. They are
completely broken psychologically and almost insane. Though short in length, his poem is effective in using
irony to poignantly expose the facade of war and its effect on the soldiers. Rivers neurologist and
anthropologist , it is probable that his decline would have led to a total break-down. You might find some of
the explanations not up to the mark especially this poem. Statements are written that seem to reassure the
reader that the wounded and shell-shocked soldiers will be fine and that war is glorious but the writer
immediately follows such statements with a graphic presentation of the physical and mental scars created by
the war. The opening line gives the reader a sense of misleading hope. Siegfried Sassoon uses ghost imagery
to symbolize the psychological trauma of the soldiers. Return to poem 'Of course they're 'longing to go out
again,'' L. Thus, using irony, the poem poignantly exposes the sham of war and its effects on the combatants.
With these tenses, he tries to call our attention on what happened during the war and how its consequences and
their after-effects will be. The structure of the poem makes it doubly effective. They have to face up to a lot of
difficulties as grievous bodily harms, hard memories, etc. Return to poem 'They'll soon forget


